NBV 3E

IDENTITY: YOUR WORLD VIEW

Worldview: How you see and understand the world

Wilson

ASSIGNMENT:
You will create a visual representation of your own world view, which will be shared
with others.
STEPS:
1. Consider some things that make up how you see and understand the world. Think about:
-family -languages -neighbourhood -education -significant others -nation
-roles in family and community -the land -physical appearance -friends
-sexual orientation -cultural traditions -ethnicity -religion
-socio-economic status -gender -life experiences -media -geography -environment
Choose five or six (minimum) categories that you like best and brainstorm how you fit into
them. How do you see the world?
2. Create a poster using two pieces of construction paper that includes headings for the categories
you picked from above.
a. For each heading, write a sentence or two describing/explaining your
thoughts/views/feelings
b. Find appropriate pictures, graphics, etc. that give a visual for your choices
3. In the middle of the page, create a bold title that will become your slogan/motto relating to your
world view. Examples might include “Life is Good” “Moving Forward” “Me Vs. The World”
a. The point is to keep it positive!
4. Ensure your name appears somewhere on the front of your design
LEARNING GOAL:
Demonstrate an understanding of identity and world view by connecting my own feelings to those of
the class.
SUCCESS CRITERIA:
[ ] I will follow all steps of the assignment
[ ] I will use a minimum of five or six world view categories to help focus my world view
[ ] I will include images, photographs, text, etc. to cover up as much background space as possible
[ ] I will use a minimum of two attached pieces of construction paper as my background
[ ] I will make an interesting and creative design to show my world view
[ ] I will create a positive motto/slogan that represents my view of the world
MARKING:
Application of Knowledge
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